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Observations of total column ozone made by the GAW network of Dobson spectrophotometers are processed by
each operator using a standard algorithm, with the resulting processed data, rather than raw observations, being
submitted to the World Ozone and Ultraviolet Data Centre and from there, available to data users. For simplicity,
the official WMO algorithm uses a crude parameterised value of mean ozone height by latitude, and assumes
a constant “effective ozone temperature” for all locations and times of year. These approximations potentially
interfere with the comparison of Dobson measurements with those from other instruments, as well as introducing
the possibility of a spurious ozone seasonal cycle, trend, or response to signals such as the QBO.
Here, daily ozone and temperature profiles from the MERRA-2 reanalysis (Rienecker et al. 2011) are used to
calculate the mean ozone height and effective ozone temperature at four long-standing Australian Dobson sites
(Darwin, Brisbane, Melbourne/Airport and Macquarie Island) for each individual day from 1980 to 2015, also
making use of the current state-of-the-art ozone cross-sections (Serdyuchenko et al. 2014), and the effect on the
calculation of total column ozone investigated.
The effect on the calculated ozone of the annual cycle in temperature ranges from 2.5% at Macquarie Island to
0.5% at Darwin, but day to day variations can be twice this amount. The effect of the seasonal cycle in mean
ozone height is negligible at Darwin but increases poleward, reaching 0.6% for measurements made two hours
from local noon at Macquarie Island.
These results suggest the standard Dobson algorithm should be updated to incorporate reanalysis data in the ozone
retrieval.
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